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We present self- onsistent, non-equilibrium Green's fun tion al ulations of the hara teristi s
of short hannel arbon nanotube transistors, fo using on the regime of ballisti transport with
ohmi onta ts. We rst establish that the band lineup at the onta ts is renormalized by harge
transfer, leading to S hottky onta ts for small diameter nanotubes and ohmi onta ts for large
diameter nanotubes, in agreement with re ent experiments. For short hannel ohmi onta t devi es,
sour e-drain tunneling and drain-indu ed barrier lowering signi antly impa t the urrent-voltage
hara teristi s. Furthermore, the ON state ondu tan e shows a temperature dependen e, even in
the absen e of phonon s attering or S hottky barriers. This last result also agrees with re ently
reported experimental measurements.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Sin e their original fabri ation1,2, arbon nanotube
(NT) transistors
have seen mu h improvement in their
performan e3, and in the understanding of the s ien e
that governs their operation. For example, it has re ently
been demonstrated that the metal used to onta t the
NT has a strong in uen e on the4,5devi e behavior,
with
6 , and S hotreports of ohmi onta
ts
for
Pd
and
Au
tky onta ts for Ti7. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that s aling of S hottky barrier NT transistors is
very di erent from traditional transistors8. These studies
highlight the danger of using on epts from onventional
sili on devi es and applying them to NT devi es. In su h
ir umstan es, modeling an play a key role in predi ting
devi e behavior, and in supporting experimental on lusions.
While some theoreti al and modeling work beyond traditional transistor models has been done to study NT
transistors, these al ulations have used various approximations, either as8 simpli ed treatment of the NT ele troni properties , or by simplifying
the al ulation of
the urrent at nite bias voltage8,9. These approximations prevent a more detailed and quantitative study of
the properties of NT devi es, parti ularly under nonequilibrium onditions. Here, we present a full selfonsistent al ulation that treats the NT ele troni stru ture and the non-equilibrium quantum ele tron transport
from an atomisti perspe tive. This allows the al ulation of the harge, ele trostati potential and urrent in
the devi e from a quantum transport approa h, and inludes quantum e e ts su h as energy quantization and
tunneling. It also naturally aptures distortions of the
NT bandstru ture due to the spatially-varying ele trostati potential and is amenable to extensions to in lude
s attering with defe ts, surfa es, phonons, et .
The al ulations presented here provide an approa h
for evaluating the performan e of ultimate NT transistors, those with ballisti transport, ohmi onta ts
and nanometer hannels (a re ent paper presented a

similar approa h10, but fo used on S hottky barrier
NT transistors). We show that side onta ts between
NTs and metal are governed by harge transfer and
band re-alignment, leading to a NT diameter above
whi h onta ts are ohmi , in agreement with re ent
experiments11,12. For the ohmi onta t devi es, short
hannel e e ts an dominate the devi e behavior for relatively large hannel to gate length ratios. Furthermore,
while the temperature dependen e of the ON state ondu tan e in NT devi es an be dominated by S hottky
onta ts or phonon s attering, we show that, even in
the absen e of these e e ts, the ondu tan e an have a
strong temperature dependen e. In fa t, we nd that the
ON state ondu tan e de reases with in reasing temperature, in ontrast to S hottky barrier NT transistors and
in agreement with re ent experimental measurements on
Pd- onta ted NT transistors4.
II.

MODELING APPROACH

As shown in gures 1 and 2, the system onsists of an
in nitely long single-wall zigzag NT embedded in metal
at its two ends and oated by a diele tri in the hannel region. The gate insulator diele tri onstant " is
equal to 3.9, as for SiO2, and in this work the diele tri is wrapped by a ylindri al gate of radius 3 nm in
the hannel region (unless otherwise stated). The nanotube sits in the middle of a smooth ylindri al hole in
the metal and diele tri , and we take a spa ing of s =0.3
nm between the NT and the metal or diele tri walls.
The length of ea h onta t  is equal to 4.17 nm, suÆiently long to onverge the ele trostati potential in the
onta ts.
The ele troni properties of the NT are des ribed using a tight-binding framework with one13  orbital per arbon atom, and a oupling = 2:5 eV between nearestneighbor atoms. In our al ulations, we assume that the
ele troni stru ture of the NT is not perturbed by atomi
intera tions with the metal or the diele tri .
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the prin iple layers in the<devi e, with N total layers in
the s attering region. G is al ulated by solving the
matrix equations
G< = GR < GRy
(2)
and
RL RR  1 , (3)
where H0 is the tight-binding Hamiltonian for the isolated NT and U is the ele trostati potential on ea h layer
of the system. In our tight-binding2p;representation,
2p 1 = H 2p 1;2pthe
Hamiltonian
matrix
elements
are
H
=

2p;2p+1 = H 2p+1;2p 0= where 0M is the
,
H
2 os J
0
0
number Mof atoms around a NT ring and J = 1; :::; M labels ea h of the NT bands. Be ause of the ylindri al
symmetry, we take the ele trostati potential on every
atom of a ring to be the same, allowing substantial redu tion in the size of the matri es (from MN  MN to
N  N ). The fun tions RL;R and < represent the intera tion of the s attering region with the semi-in nite NT
left (L) and right (R) leads. These fun tions are given
by
y gR L;R
RL;R = L;R
(4)
L;R
and
(5)
< = 2i Im fLRL + fR RR
where L;R is the matrix that ouples the s attering
reR is the
gion to the left and right leads, respe tively, gL;R
Green's fun tion for the semi-in nite left and right leads
and fL;R are the left and right fermi fun tions. For the
zigzag NT in Fig. 2, and within a nearest-neighbor tightbinding representation, only the rst and last rings ouple with the leads. Therefore, the oupling matri es L;R
ea h have only one non-zero element, equal to , and we
have the non-zero omponents
 R
(6)
L 11 = 2 gLR00
 R
 R
2
R NN = gR N +1N +1
where the indi es of gLR gRR run from 1 to 0
R are
(N + 1 to 1). The surfa e Green's fun tions gL;R
al ulated
using an iterative layer doubling te hnique15,
R
while G is al ulated by using an eÆ ient approa h that
iteratively builds up the16Green's fun tion at ea h layer
a ross the devi e region .
The ele trostati potential is al ulated by solving
Poisson's equation with a spatially-dependent diele tri
onstant 
1 
r  (rU ) = 4"
(7)


GR = (E

FIG. 1: Sket h of the NT transistor. The NT is embedded
in metals at its two ends, and in a diele tri in the hannel
region. The diele tri is wrapped by a ylindri al gate of 3 nm
radius. The separation between the onta ts and the entral
diele tri region is to illustrate the stru ture in the hannel;
in the al ulations, the onta ts tou h the diele tri .

To al ulate the ele troni urrent owing through
the NT, we14 apply the non-equilibrium Green's fun tion
formalism to the NT devi e, dividing the NT in prin iple layers, with ea h layer orresponding to a ring of the
zigzag NT. The devi e is divided into a s attering region
(layers 1 to N ) onne ting the lead regions, whi h onsist of semi-in nite nanotubes embedded in the sour e
and drain onta t metals. This approa h is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

FIG. 2: Sket h of a ross-se tion of the nanotube transistor,
showing the important devi e dimensions and the prin iple
layers used for the quantum transport al ulations.

For this geometry, the urrent an be obtained from
Z
4
e
I=
dE Re G<N;N +1
(1)
h
where G< is the Green's fun tion, indexed a ording to

eU ) I

H0

0

in three-dimensional ylindri al oordinates on a grid
with the sour e harge on the NT , and with boundary
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onditions at the sour e, drain, and gate surfa es, and at
the boundaries of the simulation ell. We model the interfa e between the oxide and va uum with the fun tion

2(r) = (" + 1) + (" 1)tanh [(r R s) =℄ where  is
a length s ale on the order of a latti e onstant.
In ylindri al oordinates, the above equation is

r; ; z )
 2 U (r; ; z ) 1 U (r; ; z )  2 U (r; ; z )
+ r r + z2 + (1r) r(r) U (r
r2

with the boundary onditions
U (r > R + s; ; z  L=2) = 0
U (r > R + s; ; z  L=2) = Vds (9)
U (r = Rg ; ; L=2 < z < L=2) = Vgs
dU (r; ; z )
=0
dr
r=0
dU (r; ; z )
=0
dz
z=0
dU (r; ; z )
dz
z=L+2

Ui+1;j + Ui 1;j
2r

= 4"01(r) (r; ; z)

(8)

where L is the hannel length, Vds is the drain-sour e
voltage and Vgs is the gate-sour e voltage. As will be
dis ussed below, we use a uniform distribution of the
harge in the azimuthal dire tion, thus redu ing the
three-dimensional partial di erential equation to a twodimensional partial di erential equation in r and z. To
solve this two-dimensional equation numeri ally, we use
a nite-di eren e s heme

=0

2Ui;j + 1 Ui+1;j Ui
ri
2r

1;j + Ui;j+1 + Ui;j 1
2z

where the subs ripts i; j denote a fun tion evaluated at
position (ri ; zj ) with ri = (i 1)r and zj = (j 1)z ;
and i = (R + s)=r is the radial grid point where
the onta ts and diele tri begin. The diele tri /va um
boundary term was evaluated using a forward di eren e
s heme, assuming that   r ; in pra ti e we use a value
 = 0:0085 nm and we veri ed that the ratio of the ele tri elds equals the ratio of the diele tri onstants at
the interfa e. The nite-di eren e boundary onditions
are
(11)
Uii ;jjS = 0
Uii ;jjD = Vds
UiG ;jS <j<jD = Vgs
U1;j = U2;j
Ui;1 = Ui;2
Ui;jD +jS 1 = Ui;jD +jS
where jS = =z is the axial grid point where the sour e
onta t ends, jD = (L + ) =z is the axial grid point
where the drain onta t begins, and iG is the radial grid
point at the gate radius. In our al ulations we use
grid spa ings of z =0.07 nm in the axial dire tion and
r =0.03 nm in the radial dire tion. Numeri al solution
of Eq. (10) is obtained using a su essive over-relaxation

2Ui;j + 1 " 1 Ui +1;j
 "
r

Ui

;j

= 4"1 i;j (10)
0 i;j

pro edure17. On e the ele trostati potential is obtained,
the value for U on ea h layer of the system (i.e. that enters the Hamiltonian) is taken as the value of the ele trostati potential at the atomi position of ea h ring along
the NT.
To obtain the harge density, we note that the tightbinding te hnique only provides the total harge on ea h
layer; in our formalism the total harge on layer l is
given by 2e R dE Im G<ll , whi h needs to be spatially distributed. We assume a uniform distribution of the harge
in the azimuthal dire tion, and spatially distribute the
total harge in the radial and axial dire tions with a
Gaussian smearing fun tion. Thus the three-dimensional
harge density is given by
Z
X
e
<
(r; ; z ) = g(z zl ; r R)
2 dE Im Gll (12)
l

2 Rz r  1
where
g
(
z
z
;
r
R
)
=
4

l
exp  (z zl)2=2z2 exp  (r R)2=2r2 with R the
tube radius, zl the position of ring l, and z and r
the smearing lengths in the axial and radial dire tions
respe tively (this expression for g is valid when R  r ,
and we use values of z = 0:14 nm and r = 0:06 nm).
Our overall pro edure is to start from some initial guess
for the potential and solve for the Green's fun tions from
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the system of Eqs (2 6), al ulate the harge distribution in the devi e from Eq. 12, and then re- al ulate the
potential pro le a ross the devi e based on solving Poisson's equation. This pro ess is iterated until both the
potential and harge distribution onverge; in pra ti e
this is done using a simple mixing of the harge at ea h
iteration step.
As dis ussed in a previous work9, short hannel NT
transistors an possess two di erent operating regimes: a
onventional transistor regime, and a Coulomb blo kade
regime at large gate voltages due to hannel inversion.
While simpli ed models exist to des ribe the Coulomb
blo kade regime9, a proper treatment involves in luding
the ele tron-ele tron intera tion self- onsistently in the
Green's fun tion approa h. In this paper, we fo us on
the transistor regime and leave the Coulomb blo kade
regime for future work.
III.

PROPERTIES OF CONTACTS

Before dis ussing the full urrent-voltage hara teristi s of the NT transistor, we begin by dis ussing the properties of the onta ts for NTs embedded in metals. Fig.
3 shows a ross-se tion of the onta t, and the asso iated bare band lineup. For su h a onta t, the di eren e
between the metal Fermi level EF and the valen e band
edge Ev before harge transfer is simply given by
1
EF Ev = NT m + Eg
(13)
2
where m and NT are the metal and NT workfun tions
respe tively, and Eg is the NT band gap. A positive value
for EF Ev indi ates a S hottky barrier, while a negative value indi ates an ohmi onta t (here we fo us on
the barrier for holes, the relevant quantity for high workfun tion metals used in most experiments; the barrier for
ele trons is Ev + Eg EF and would be relevant for low
workfun tion metals. Be ause the NT band stru ture is
symmetri around the midgap, the results presented below apply to both ases). Given the relation Eg = a =d
between bandgap and NT diameter d (a = 0:142 nm is
the C-C bond length), the band lineup thus depends on
the NT diameter. The behavior of Eq. 13 is shown in Fig.
4 for two di erent values of m NT as a fun tion of
the NT diameter. This simple pi ture for the band lineup
is modi ed due to harge transfer between the metal and
NT, as we now dis uss.
Be ause the metal Fermi level is not in line with the
harge neutrality level in the NT (midgap for an undoped
NT), harge transfer between the metal and NT o urs,
as illustrated in Fig. 3a. From an image potential argument, this transferred harge reates a harge dipole
at the nanotube/metal interfa e, and an asso iated ele trostati potential. This ele trostati potential in turn
shifts the bands, and hanges the amount of transferred
harge. Thus, the harge and potential must be determined self- onsistently. This behavior an be des ribed

(b)

(a)
Metal

+ +
+ +
+
R +
+
- +
s+
- - -

NT
NT
m

Ec
Eg
Ev

FIG. 3: Panel (a) shows a sket h of the ross-se tion of the
nanotube/metal onta t, while panel (b) is the bare band
lineup.

using simple models for the harge and the potential (the
results of the atomisti approa h presented in the previous se tion will be dis ussed further below). The harge
per atom on the NT an be expressed as
 = eN

where

Z

p

a 3
D(E ) = 2
R

D(E )f (E

EF )dE

(14)

jE + eVNT j

(15)
(E + eVNT )2 (Eg =2)2
is the density of states, f (E EF ) is the Fermi fun tion
and N = 4=(3p3a2) is the atomi areal density. We
assume a uniform distribution of the harge on the NT.
For the geometry of Fig. 3a, solution of Poisson's equation gives the potential on the NT as
eR R + s
:
(16)
eVNT =  ln
q

"0

R

For a given NT, equations 14 and 16 an be solved selfonsistently. The solid lines in Fig. 4 show results of
su h al ulations for the room temperature alignment between the metal Fermi level and the NT band edge for
m NT = 1 eV and 0:3 eV. Comparison with the barrier predi ted from Eq. 13 (dotted lines in the gure) indi ates that the harge transfer signi antly hanges the
band line-up. While for the higher workfun tion di eren e the onta ts are ohmi down to very small diameter
NTs (Fig. 4a), for the lower workfun tion metal (Fig.
4b), the results indi ate a transition between S hottky
and ohmi behavior at a NT diameter around 1.8 nm.
This result agrees with re ently published experimental
data11,12 .
The results of this simpli ed analyti al model an
be ompared with al ulations from the atomisti , selfonsistent, Green's fun tion approa h introdu ed in the
previous se tion. For this omparison, the ele trostati
potential on the NT from the atomisti approa h is taken
to be UiR ;1 where iR = R=r is the grid point at the NT
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FIG. 4: Band lineup at nanotube/metal onta ts. Dotted
line is predi tion from Eq. (13), solid line is omputed from
Eqs (14) and (16), and ir les are al ulated from atomisti
approa h.

radius and we use Vsd = Vgs = 0 (sin e the onta t length
is long enough to s reen the ele tri elds from the drain
or gate ele trodes, the value of UiR;1 is independent of
the hoi e of Vds and Vgs ). The data points in Figure 4
show results of su h al ulations for several semi ondu ting zigzag NTs, demonstrating ex ellent agreement with
the simpli ed approa h presented above.
IV.

(a)

TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS
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Having established the onditions needed to make
ohmi onta ts to NTs, we now dis uss the roomtemperature behavior of NT transistors with su h onta ts. For expli it al ulations, we take the NT midgap
as the energy referen e level, take m NT = 1 eV, and
use a (17,0) zigzag NT. This NT has a radius of 0.66 nm
and in our tight-binding des ription, it has a bandgap of
0.55 eV.
The urrent versus gate-sour e voltage hara teristi s
of the NT transistor al ulated using the atomisti approa h of se tion II are shown in Fig. 5 for two di erent
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values of the hannel length, and for sour e-drain voltages of -0.1 and -0.3 V. The general behavior onsists of
an ON state at smaller values of Vgs and an OFF state
at larger values of Vgs . These two regimes originate from
the presen e or absen e of a barrier blo king the hole
urrent, as shown in the band diagrams of Fig. 5b. The
10 nm hannel devi e shows rather poor hara teristi s,
with an ON/OFF ratio of only 1000 and a subthreshold
swing S = (d log I=dVgs ) 1 = 160 mV/de ade. This behavior originates from poor ontrol of the gate over the
ele trostati s in the hannel, and from tunneling a ross
the hole barrier in the OFF regime. In reasing the hannel length to 20 nm as in Fig. 5b gives a mu h better
S = 69 mV/de ade and improved ON/OFF ratio. A
long- hannel transistor with undoped hannel is expe ted
to be maximally OFF at Vgs = 0; it is lear from Fig. 5
that even the 20 nm devi e is ON at that gate voltage.
The inset in Fig. 5b shows the al ulated band bending
for Vgs = 0 and Vds = 0, indi ating that the hannel
is e e tively doped p-type due to a long-ranged harge
transfer from the onta ts18. Thus the NT devi e is normally ON, despite the fa t that the hannel is undoped.
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FIG. 5: Current as a fun tion of gate-sour e voltage for hannel lengths of (a) 10 nm and (b) 20 nm. The insets show the
band bending for Vgs = 0 (left) and Vgs = 1 V (right).

The output hara teristi s of the NT transistor are
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shown in Fig. 6, indi ating good saturation of the urrent
for the 20 nm hannel devi e, but no saturation for the
10 nm devi e. This behavior an be attributed to drainindu ed barrier lowering (DIBL) as indi ated in Fig. 7.
There, it is shown that for the 10 nm hannel devi e,
appli ation of a sour e-drain voltage redu es the barrier
between the sour e Fermi level and the middle of the
hannel. A signature of the DIBL e e t is also seen in
Fig. 5a, where there is signi ant shift between the transfer hara teristi s for sour e-drain voltages of 0:1 and
0:3 Volts. A quantitative al ulation of the DIBL from
I=Vds at 0.1 A gives a very large value of 310 mV/V.
Fig. 5b shows that the DIBL for the 20 nm hannel
length is redu ed substantially to 11.5 mV/V, onsistent
with the saturation of the output hara teristi s of Fig.
6.

we repeated the al ulations of the subthreshold swing
for gate radii of 1.5, 6 and 9 nm; the inset in Fig. 8a
shows that a good s aling behavior an be obtained
if
the hannel length is s aled by a quantity  pRg + l,
where l = 1 nm. While we have not been able to derive
an analyti al expression to justify this s aling behavior,
we note that ele trostati analyses for ylindri al gate
transistors19,20 predi t a s aling quantity proportional to
the oxide thi kness  (Rg R s); we have tried this
type of relation and nd that it does ollapse the data
onto a single urve. We suspe
t that the unusual diele tri response of the NT21 , strong harge transfer from
the onta ts and the a tual devi e geometry render the
onventional analyses inappli able; more work is needed
to address these issues.
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FIG. 6: Current as a fun tion of drain-sour e voltage for (a)
10 nm hannel length and (b) 20 nm hannel length.

The redu tion of the subthreshold swing and the DIBL
with in reasing hannel length is aptured in Fig. 8. It
is lear that both quantities vary rapidly over the same
length s ale of a few nanometers. Typi al devi e onstraints require DIBL less than 100 mV/V and S less
than 80 mV/de ; this restri ts the nanotube transistor
in this geometry and with this diele tri onstant to a
hannel length greater than 15 nanometers, outside of
the shaded areas in the gure. To extend this analysis,
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FIG. 7: Cal ulated self- onsistent band bending for the 10 nm
hannel devi e for a gate-sour e voltage of 0.8 V. The solid
lines are the valen e and ondu tion band edges; horizontal
dotted lines are the metal Fermi levels.
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the temperature dependen e of the ondu tan e C , we
note that in the ON state the bands are at with the
Fermi level14 in the valen e band, and we onsider the
expression


Z
4
e2 1
f
C=
dE
(17)
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FIG. 8: Panels (a) and (b) show the variation of DIBL and
subthreshold swing on hannel length, respe tively. Shaded
areas are regions where the short hannel e e ts are larger
than typi al devi e requirements. The inset in panel (a) shows
ollapse of the data for several devi es of di erent hannel
lengths and gate radii upon s aling of the hannel length.
The horizontal dotted line in panel (b) is the theoreti al limit
for the subthreshold swing.
V.

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF ON
STATE CONDUCTANCE

As we dis ussed above, one of the important issues for
arbon nanotubes
is the nature of onta ts between NTs
and metals11,12,22. A useful way to elu idate the properties of onta ts is to study the
temperature dependen e
of the devi e hara teristi s4,23. In NT devi es, temperature is useful to study the role of phonon s attering and
S hottky barriers, as both of these lead to a temperature dependen e of the ondu tan e. We now show that
even for the phonon-free, ballisti -ohmi NT devi e presented here, the ondu tan e an have a strong temperature dependen e. Figure 9 shows the al ulated ON state
ondu tan e from our non-equilibrium Green's fun tion
approa h as a fun tion of temperature for m NT =
1 eV and m NT = 0.6 eV. Clearly, the ondu tan e
de reases with in reasing temperature, with a stronger
e e t for the smaller metal workfun tion. To understand

1

E

where P is the transmission probability and f is the
Fermi fun tion. Assuming that P (E ) = 1 for E < Ev =
EF + , we obtain
C=

4e2

e=kT
:
h 1 + e=kT

(18)
Thus, the ondu tan e is sensitive to the self- onsistent
position of the metal Fermi level with respe t to the valen e band edge,  = Ev EF . In prin iple, the value of
 depends on the onta t apa itan e and temperature,
and requires numeri al evaluation at ea h temperature.
But to illustrate the behavior, the dotted lines in Fig. 9
show the results of Eq. (18) for a onstant  equal to
its zero temperature value (we s aled the expression to
t the zero temperature ondu tan e al ulated numerially). Equation (18) indi ates that the ondu2 tan e an
vary between the zero temperature
limit of 4e =h and the
high temperature limit of 2e2=h, with the variation o urring over a temperature range kT  . Higher workfun tion metals should thus show a weaker dependen e
on temperature. Indeed, the metal with m NT =
1 eV gives   0:1 eV and its ondu tan e varies more
slowly than the metal with m NT = 0.6 eV that
has   0:02 eV. The important point however is that
the devi e ondu tan e an vary with temperature by a
fa tor of 2 even though there is no phonon s attering or
S hottky barriers. Figure 9 also shows that re ent experimental data4 for NT devi es with Pd onta ts agree well
with the predi ted behavior for  = 0:02 eV.
VI.

CONCLUSION

There are several main on lusions from this work.
First, for nanotubes embedded in metals, we have shown
that harge transfer between the metal and the NT an
renormalize the band lineup, and typi ally lo ates the
Fermi level within a few tens of meV from the valen e
band edge. Se ond, our non-equilibrium quantum transport al ulations indi ate that nano- hannel NT transistors an be dominated by short hannel e e ts due to
sour e-drain tunneling and drain-indu ed barrier lowering, even at hannel lengths where Si transistors show
good hara teristi s. Finally, for ohmi onta ts, the ON
state ondu tan e de reases with in reasing temperature,
in ontrast to S hottky barrier NT transistors.
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FIG. 9: Condu tan e of the nanotube transistor in the ON
regime as a fun tion of temperature. Bla k and blue solid lines
are results of the atomisti al ulations for m NT = 1
eV and 0.6 eV, respe tively. Dotted lines are al ulated from
Eq. (18), see text for details. The ir les are experimental
data points extra ted from Ref.4 .
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